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Dealing with Overwhelm 

You are overwhelmed, you have so much to do that you are paralysed and don’t do anything.  

First – take 10 minutes to get everything out of your head and onto paper. You might need a bigger bit 

of paper. You might like to do this by thinking of each area in your business or by thinking about each 

customer, each employee or you might simply prefer a blank piece of paper and go with the flow.  

1. Deep breath. Take a moment.  

2. Declutter your mind, dump it all onto paper. Projects, jobs, issues, tasks – it can all go on one list. 

 

Now look at your list and take 5 minutes to cross off everything that you cannot control. There is no point 

in it being on your list if you cannot change it. Cross out anything else not relevant to your business. 
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3. Take your list and prioritise what’s left in terms or urgent and important, and only in terms of 

achieving your business goals. Then apply the 4D’s. Do It. Date It. Delegate It or Dump It.  

 

4. Now recognise what kind of person you are from the quadrant in which you live! What are you 

going to do about that? 

 

 

Procrastinators live here! 

Get better and planning and 

managing your time and your 

business!! 

Planners live here and rarely 

have that last minute rush. 

This is where the happy 

business owner lives 

Distractors and dreamers live 

here, doing the urgent but not 

important. These are the busy 

fools, make sure this isn’t you!! 

Time wasters live here. We 

don’t want to be this person, 

nor do we want to employ this 

person.   


